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Step-by-Step Photo Guide
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View One Minute Video at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UESkN1bOB8k

Floating Fork
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✔ Step-by-Step Photo Guide
✔ Detailed Worksheet
Insert the toothpick

Tangle two forks firmly.

Rest the forks on other toothpick
Balance...

Other view of the assembly
You need:

- Toothpicks
- Glue
- Rubber bands
- Old bottle filled with soil
- 2 Forks

Instructions:

1. Place one toothpick deeply between the forks.
2. Interlock two forks tightly.
3. Place a toothpick glued to a bottle lid and fix a hole in the side of the bottle.
4. A little push and they will rotate beautifully. Give them a gentle push.

The forks will balance on the vertical end of the vertical pick on the pointed end of the first toothpick.